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can begin on paper, but experiment and demonstration in flight are necessary for a full understanding of the relationships between control theory and practice.
Modern control theory and digital microprocessors represent two emerging technologies in the flight control context, and both must be tested in flight as a logical step to acceptance. Although 'modern" control theory, which combines state space, time domain, and optimal control concepts with earlier frequency domain methods, has been with us for about two decades, there have been few applications of this theory to the flight-critical control of actual aircraft. (References [1] [10] indicates that the NASA HiMAT remotely piloted research vehicle, which is scheduled to fly this year, will use a microprocessor in its backup flight control system.)
The Flight Research Laboratory (FRL) at Princeton
UJniversity is conducting an experimllental programn whose objectives comlbine research on advanced fliglht control concepts and tlleir implemiientationi withi a microprocessor-based digital flight control system (Micro-DFCS). Although the project has been underway for less than halt a year, the Mqicro-DFCS is installed in the research aircraft, the initial linear-optimal flight control law has been coded, and flight testing has begun. This paper describes the research systems, the present and future flight control software, and the research status of the program. With Office of Naval Research (ONR) sponsorship, FRL has identified and initiated a low-cost research project which will assist the Navy in evaluating flight control systems criteria and in designing digital flight control systems for future aircraft.
Research Systems
The primary experimental elements of this research program are the variable-response research aircraft (VRA), the Micro-DFCS, and the ground support systems. The VRA is a highly modified Navion equipped with inertial, air data, and navigation sensors, as well as six independent force and moment controls. The heart of the Micro-DFCS is a flight control computer unit Each of these is discussed in more detail below.
The VRA, shown in Fig. 1 , has been used to conduct a broad range of experiments in aircraft flying qualities, human factors, and control in the past. The aircraft has played a major role in establishing current military and civil flying qualities criteria, and with the addition of the Micro-DFCS, the VRA is equipped to expand this type of research, as well as to investigate advanced digital control concepts.
Independent control of three forces and three moments is provided by commands to the elevator, ailerons, rudder, throttle, direct-lift flaps, and side-force panels. The control surfaces are driven by hydraulic servos originally fitted to the B-58 aircraft. The modified VRA units incorporate solenoid-actuated valves with force-override features for quick disengagement. Characteristics of the control effectors are summarized in Table I . Surface rate limits are seen to range from 60 to 110 deg/s. Bandwidths are given for flat response and 6-dB attenuation (in parentheses), except that thrust bandwidth is specified by the frequency for 3dB attenuation. The aircraft's normal operating speed range is 65 to 120 knots; maximum specific forces and moments ("tcontrol power") are given for 70-knots airspeed. At an indicated airspeed (IAS) of 105 knots, maximum direct lift and side-force accelerations are I g and 0.5 g, respectively.
The sensors used for most flight testing include angular rate gyros and linear accelerometers for all three axes, vertical and heading gyros, dual angle-of-attack and sideslip-angle vanes, radar altimeter, indicated airspeed, control surface positions, and cockpit control positions. Several other signals, e.g., air temperature, barometric altimeter, altitude rate, and TALAR microwave landing system signals, are available for system feedback or telemetry recording. The present telemetry system allows 42 data channels (plus voice) to be multiplexed and transmitted to the FRL ground station described below.
The general arrangement of VRA systems is shown in Fig. 2 path indicates that he keeps his hands and feet off the controls during the evaluation runs, assuming control between data-gathering runs and in emergencies. He has several electrical and hydraulic mechanisms for disengaging the Micro-DFCS and the variable-response system in the event of a malfunction, as well as an "automatic go-around" abort mode which makes safe experimentation through touchdown possible. The abort mode commands a 20°flap setting and climb power when activated; at 70-knots (36 m/s) airspeed on a 6°glide-slope, an up-flap "hardover" failure can be corrected and climbout can be initiated with a maximum altitude loss of 10 ft (3 m).
Because the VRA has several levels of backup control (including mechanical direct) and the unaugmented vehicle dynamics provide satisfactory flying qualities, the flight control computer unit (FCCU) of the Micro-DFCS need not be assembled from ruggedized or special purpose components. The FCCU is mounted on a shockisolated pallet behind the crew in the VRA cockpit, a relatively benign enviornment which allows commercially available microcomputer components to be used for flight control research. (2) and (3) with (1) The major elements of CAS-1, arranged in chapter format, are listed in Table III. The error detection routine checks the contents of memory every 5 s, checks for mathematical errors on every operation, and flashes a light on the safety pilot's panel when a flight control routine is being executed. The flight control routines are initiated by a timed interrupt. The sampling interval and gains can be modified in flight, and up to 20 separate flight control modes can be addressed by the current CAS-1 assembly. The flight control routines accountfor known sensor biases, provide proper scaling of outputs, and limit outputs to prevent D/A overflow. The count-up display routine generates an increasing sequence of numbers (reset each 10 s) which indicates that the timed interrupt is working, the program has initialized correctly, and the D/A channels and executive routine are operational. The numbers are displayed on the CDU and sent to the ground via telemetry. The calibrated step input routine allows the pilot to enter a step input on any one of the analog input lines. After keying in the desired voltage, Two alternative descriptions of the CAS-1 program are shown in Fig. 7 . The flight control routine operates with highest priority (in the "foreground"), and all other routines are executed in the remaining available time (in the "background"). The resulting duty cycle also is shown in the figure.
The first 16 analog input signals and 6 analog output signals have been defined for use by CAS-1 and the expanded programs which will follow. They are described in Table IV .
Hybrid Simulation Results As nmentioned previously, CAS-1 performance can be investigated prior to flight by operating the Micro-DFCS in conjunction with a fourth-order analog simulation of the VRA. Examples of simulation results are shown in Fig. 8 , whlich is a direct copy of the analog comiiputer's strip chart output. The step inputs for Figs. 8(A) and 8(B) were generated manually, while the calibrated step input was used in Fig. 8 
(C).
The direct mode jFig. 8 Altlhouglh the discrete conitrol signal takes the formii ot a sequence of step inputs, the conitrol juimps are perceptible only wheni control miiotions are large and rapid. Reducing the sanmpling rate to 8/s mlakes the control juimlps imtore obvious but does ntot degrade the VRA's flying qualities. In both cases, the pilot's perception of the control jumlps is based on sound rather than vibrationi or rigidbody motion of the aircraft.
Both pitch rate mlodes A anid B (plus two others) were found to provide smooth conitrol with no perceptible sampling effects. eveni for large calibrated step inlputs. D/A overflow protection involved low stick gearing whilh, in tuLrn, made it inmpossible to distinguish between the flyinig qualities of the four sets of pitch rate mlode gains. A software imiodification will elimiiinate this problenm.
The normiial acceleration nmode proved to be too sensitive to structural vibration, as presently coded in CAS-1. The VRA conitrol systeml imionitors the difference between commiiiianided and actual elevator position, and it disengages the actuator when this error becoimies too large. Vibrationis sensed by the accelerometer led to elevator commiiiianids which tripped this "fail-safe" meclhanismii, preventing flying qualities evaluation of the mode on the first flight. Appropriate filtering will be added for future flights.
Future test flights will examine the subjective characteristics of the CAS-1 command modes and produce quantitative measures of closed-loop dynamic characteristics. Various sampling rates will be examined, and limiting values of system parameters will be defined.
Future Flight Control Programs
The CAS-1 program is intended as a first step in digital flight control research, and it will be superseded by a series of programs with increasing complexity and capability. Table V summarizes the current plans for six Micro-DFCS programs leading up to a fully coupled digital flight control system. The thrust of this effort is directed at control laws, but state estimation and on-line parameter identification will be addressed when there is indication that they will contribute to improved flying qualities or enhanced control system performance.
Parallel efforts in these and other areas, e.g., redundancy management, fault detection and correction (including "analytical redundancy"), and closed-loop navigation and guidance, also are contemplated, although they are not included in the current program. 
